MKCOL Ext

- draft-ietf-vcarddav-webdav-mkcol-05.txt
- Addressed final issues from WGLC:
  - Made response body optional in case of complete success
  - Added example of failed request
CardDAV #1

- draft-ietf-vcarddav-carddav-07.txt
- Addressed final issues from WGLC:
  - Changed all allprop behaviors to SHOULD NOT return in allprop PROPFIND
  - Reworked XML conventions section to come into line with other specs
  - Some examples changed to use absolute paths
  - Simplified IANA considerations section
CardDAV #2

- More items addressed:
  - Added new client configuration section and removed principal-match reference
  - address-data element in supported-address-set changed to address-data-type
  - REPORTs now require Deopth header to be present and the scope of resource matching is determined by the value
  - Removed requirement that DAV:displayname be unique at each hierarchy level
CardDAV Website

- New website for CardDAV related news, products, etc:
  - http://carddav.calconnect.org
- Currently shows:
  - 4 client implementations
  - 5 server implementations
- Please use contact link on site for additions/corrections etc
Other

• draft-daboo-webdav-sync-01
  • No change since last time but work in this will spin-up now that CardDAV et al are on their way
  • Some people already have implementations of the current draft - both client and server